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Whatever Happened to Margo?
2018-03-15

in 1947 returning to the uk with two young children to support margaret durrell starts a boarding house in bournemouth but any hopes of
respectability are dashed as the tenants reveal themselves to be a host of eccentrics from a painter of nudes to a pair of glamorous young nurses
whose late night shifts combined with an ever revolving roster of gentleman callers leading to a neighbourhood rumour that margo is running a
brothel margo s own two sons gerry and nicholas prove to be every bit as mischievous as their famous uncle gerald and he himself returns
periodically with weird and wonderful animals from marmosets to monkeys that are quite unsuitable for life in a bournemouth garden

Whatever Happened to Margo? B Pbp
2000-02

20世紀文学の最高峰 待望の全面改訳決定版

アレクサンドリア四重奏
2007-03

ある夏 変わり者ぞろいのダレル一家は明るい日の光を求めて英国を抜け出し ギリシアのコルフ島にやってきた 末っ子のジェリーは豊かな自然 珍しい虫や動物たちに夢中になるが 数々の騒動と珍事件をまきおこす 訳者をして ここに溢れる幸福感につられてギリシアに渡 らせしめ
た おおらかでユーモアに富む楽園の物語

虫とけものと家族たち
2014-06-25

夫殺しの罪でタール池に生きたまま沈められる姉さんを ぼくたちは歌って慰める 世界幻想文学大賞受賞 沈んでいく姉さんを送る歌 他収録の sfファンタジー界がその想像力に驚愕したオーストラリア女性作家の本邦初作品集

ブラックジュース
2008-05

優秀な介護人キャシー hは 提供者 と呼ばれる人々の世話をしている 生まれ育った施設へールシャムの親友トミーやルースも 提供者 だった キャシーは施設での奇妙な日々に思いをめぐらす 図画工作に力を入れた授業 毎週の健康診断 保護官と呼ばれる教師たちのぎこちない態度
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彼女の回想はヘールシャムの残酷な真実を明かしていく 解説 柴田元幸

わたしを離さないで
2006-04-01

this book provides an in depth exploration of sexual consent communication and negotiation practices among students and efforts to prevent and
respond to sexual coercion and violence within the context of north american higher education institutions delving into the complexities of
communication around sexual consent it examines how factors such as identity early learning experiences societal norms and coercive elements
influence interactions among young adult postsecondary students it emphasizes the importance of agency in intimate settings and how this is shaped
by these factors the methodology employed in this decade long research is innovative and interview based providing a rich narrative from student
perspectives these narratives serve to highlight the intricate interplay between individual agency and societal expectations in intimate situations the
book also incorporates valuable insights from other experts in the field these contributions serve to contextualize the study s findings within the
broader theoretical framework and research on the subject this approach not only enriches the descriptions of the study but also provides a more
holistic understanding of the topic as such the book ultimately helps to inform educational policies and professional practices to promote sexual
agency and address pressing issues such as sexual coercion violence and assault on campus this volume will appeal to researchers and stakeholders
in higher education including educators upper level students professional practitioners and parents in doing so it contributes to the conversation
around creating a safer and more respectful environment in higher education institutions

Advancing Sexual Consent and Agential Practices in Higher Education
2024-06-03

season of guilt is a story about hot days and no rain an increasingly frustrating case of murder and the transformation of a woman with a fresh sense
of herself and her possibilities into a woman who dares to realize those possibilities drought a case of murder and the yearnings of the flesh those
three interweaving and in the end the concluding of each in the satisfaction of a shared denouement it should be noted that this book follows design
of darkness and crystal palace in a sequence that features many of the same characters in particular private investigators merrill hock hocken and
deirdre cash

The Winkler Case
2015-05-05

a corpse stiff with rigor mortis and bound in heavy ropes has been dumped on the doorstep of fbi special agent aloysius pendergast the murder has
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the hallmarks of the perfect crime no witnesses no motive no evidence save for one enigmatic clue a piece of turquoise lodged in the stomach of the
deceased the gem leads pendergast to an abandoned mine on the shore of california s desolate salton sea where an ingenious killer is determined to
make him pay for the long buried sins of his forefathers but pendergast already knows what is at stake for the dead man left on his doorstep wasn t
just anyone it was his son

Season of Guilt
2010-08-06

things go awry for katie bonner when her former mother in law margo throws a housewarming party at her lakeside rental and one of her guests
ends up dead in the water maxwell preston was a devoted husband and a not so great dad he was a beloved pharmacist who didn t take care of his
ramshackle property which is destined to be a hot commodity on victoria square when his heir puts it up for sale but most of all pettis was a stranger
to the others who attended the party meanwhile nona fiske takes charge of victoria square big summer extravaganza a disaster in the making as what
little power she s seized has gone straight to her head the davenport sisters have their own agenda and they ve not only been poking around to find
out more about the dead man but what other mischief has been going on around the square so who killed maxwell preston and why that s what katie
wants to know and she s willing to risk everything to find out read a lethal lake effect the 9th installment in the victoria square mystery series

Blue Labyrinth
2014-11-20

finally the book you ve been waiting for to help you find and keep the right partner and make love last best selling author and renowned relationship
expert barbara de angelis reveals everything you need to know about compatibility and shows you how to create the fulfilling relationship you
deserve whether you are married and wondering if you could be happier single and wondering how to avoid another wrong partner in love and
wondering whether your partner is the right one for you with powerful advice and groundbreaking techniques that have helped thousands of people
transform their lives dr de angelis will show you the formula for creating love that lasts and help you to understand yourself and the one you love as
you never have before discover how to avoid making the biggest mistakes in love the six essential qualities to look for in a mate how to spot fatal
flaws in a partner how to create the sexual chemistry you want the compatibility formula to make your relationship work

A Lethal Lake Effect
2024-03-25

mother and daughter margo and corie lived peacefully in their home in an island off the coast of maine but when strange men suddenly break into
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their house seemingly searching for something margo and corie started to terrify for their safety they were baffled with the incident and sought the
aid of the police however since the police are situated in the mainland they couldn t ask for a round the clock protection it was later they learned that
margo s ex husband had hired men to break into their house and try to retrieve packets of cocaine that he hid in margo s table years ago though the
other residents in the island were very sympathetic they have suspicions that someone living in the island was involved will they be able to find out
who is behind all this or will it be too late by then a story filled with thrill and suspense up in smoke will keep you on your verge

Are You the One for Me?
2009-08-05

immortality it is a cursed fate for those who possess it as it comes with a steep price that must be paid for in blood a chance invite to a popular
student s intimate house party on the eve of high school graduation opens violet ward s eyes to a world she never knew existed the vampires of myth
are real and she learns that getting tangled up in vampire business can lead to painful bloody ends jeremiah and jonah montrose are two brothers on
a mission spanning a thousand years they need violet s help but first she has to accept and be accepted into their world violet soon discovers that the
mysterious montrose brothers aren t the only ones seeking her out surrounded by danger she has to decide who she can trust as one thing becomes
clear there is no escaping her destiny violet holds the key to unlocking the truth of an ancient myth one that promises the answer to a curse free
immortality but only if she lives long enough to turn eighteen this is a standalone novel that introduces the characters in the upcoming immortal end
series keywords vampire love story ya immortal paranormal love story vampire cursed vampire books vampire teen romance paranormal teen
romance coming of age urban fantasy contemporary paranormal romance magic fantasy

Up in Smoke
2022-05-04

pursuit a tale of impassioned romance written in the shadow of romeo and juliet is woven into a tumultuous era when man s inhumanity to man was
consumed by greed and cold hearted indifference it was a time that bore witness to the atlantic slave trade when millions of black africans were
kidnapped or sold and then packed like sardines in the hold of a ship to be carried in chains across the middle passage to become beasts of burden
set in nineteenth century guiana a british colony in south america where sugar and coffee plantations flourished pursuit s backdrop is a frozen
moment in time when a planter deprived of a conscience employed a whip and deprivation to control his human chattels rising from the ashes of a
slave rebellion was the memory of a man who would grow in stature to become a national and international symbol of the perniciousness of human
subjugation a slave named quamina thus pursuit in part is a tribute to his unsung legacy frederick and bethel had two differing complexions he was
white and free while she was black and enslaved fate toyed with their lives although it knew that they were always meant to be together but
providence can be both generous and fickle in its disposition would bethel and frederick be lovers removed from harm s way or would they be
shakespeare s star crossed lovers forbidden to be together until united by death brett stephan bass is an attorney at law who began his professional
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career specializing in corporate litigation and appellate work leaving an active legal practice to become a business entrepreneur he retired at age 50
to study science art literature religion and philosophy to travel the world with his wife rosalind to hone his skills as a photographer and to write
extensively about a variety of life experiences he and his wife reside just outside of new york city

Ageless (An Immortal End Prequel)
1979

ace smith is a seattle detective wounded in a gunfight in the seedy part of town faced with career ending injuries ace is given a lifeline working as a
detective for the governor s cold case task force what was a second chance could cause ace to lose everything he loves while he tracks a sadistic
killer out for revenge

Pursuit
2015-12-10

hodge podge is an extension of my imagination it is a collection of stories i made up to entertain my grandkids and to test my ability as a writer most
of the plots are fairly simple but i have tried to make them sensible and to follow an understandable pattern although for the most part on re reading
i have over used a bloody finish for most of my characters i hope i have made my descriptive passages descriptive and distortions of realities
believable when i first started writing prose my intent was to see if i had the skills to do so i went back into the notes and stories i had stored away i
m quite the pack rat and found some that might be worked into a passable book i put my poetry aside i had iuniverse publish light verse limericks and
decided that i had enough prose material to appease my ego thus hodge podge materialized to satisfy me so that i could leave something else to
posterity in book form

The River
2019-02-08

a female black ops agent whose memory has been wipedclean is framed for the murder of the deputy director of the terrorismcontrol force a man she
doesn t remember knowing as she tries tofigure out what happened to her she s pursued by the police her ownagency and a mysterious watcher who
may or may not believe in her innocence
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HODGE PODGE
2015-05-20

a remote island is haunted by wedding crashers from beyond the grave dan poblocki is back with a new spooky ghost story perfect for fans of mary
downing hahn and john bellairs there is an island far off the coast of maine where the ghosts of the past are restless josie sandoval and eli barker are
strangers when they board the ferry to stone s throw traveling to the isolated island for a wedding then an immense storm blows in and the wedding
party is left stranded with no way to contact the mainland and no idea that they have been targeted for revenge by the undead the only clues to the
danger they re in are a scrap of an old nazi uniform and an unfamiliar voice crying out for help in german josie and eli soon realize there s much
more to worry about than guest lists and flowers it s up to them to uncover the chilling history of stone s throw island and put its ghosts to rest or
this dream wedding will become an absolute nightmare

Blackout
2008-12-02

margo has been living a lie for nearly a year she has kept the true nature of her marriage to her husband lawson a secret from the world so she could
finally own the one thing that makes her happy she only has three more months until she can finally be free but over fall where everything changes in
rockson bay events outside of margo s control will force her to discover what is more important will she hold onto her lifelong dream or will lawson
be the one thing she never knew she needed will everything change in one season this is book three of the rockson bay series a small beachside town
where everyone knows each other and there is always something to celebrate each book has a guaranteed happily ever after and no cliff hanger each
book can be read on its own but each book will introduce characters and complications which will not be completely resolved until the series is
complete these books are for mature readers only explicit sex scenes and some swearing book one summer eden and leo book two spring jay and
savannah book three fall margo and lawson book four winter grace and nathaniel

The House on Stone's Throw Island
2015-08-25

the brand new psychological thriller from the bestselling author of the bridesmaid and the daughter in law it should have been the perfect weekend
work colleagues nicole margo paisley and audrey all appear to be looking forward to a weekend away at nicole s luxurious beach house on the dorset
coast it should be a chance for the women to kick back relax and regroup after a stressful moment at work but this is no normal girls getaway and the
beach house is no normal home this place holds dark secrets for nicole which threaten to be revealed when its doors are opened and unbeknownst to
host nicole each of the three other guests all have secrets of their own and some of them could be deadly praise for nina manning heart stopping pacy
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and tension filled highly recommended claire allan usa today bestseller compelling and claustrophobic nina is an exciting new voice and definitely
one to watch phoebe morgan author of the babysitter chilling and creepy an atmospheric and addictive debut diane jeffrey author of the guilty
mother totally addictive i couldn t put it down darren o sullivan author of closer than you think a claustrophobic nail biting thriller that draws you in
and doesn t let go naomi joy author of the liars clever emotionally draining and totally gripping i absolutely loved this book d e white author of the
forgotten child

Faking It With The Boss
2023-08-16

the times crime novel of the year shortlisted for the 2020 costa novel award this is crime writing of the highest order the times when margo goes in
search of her birth mother for the first time she meets her aunt nikki instead margo learns that her mother susan was a sex worker murdered soon
after margo s adoption to this day susan s killer has never been found nikki asks margo for help she has received threatening and haunting letters
from the murderer for decades she is determined to find him but she can t do it alone nominated for the theakston old peculier crime novel of the
year award a daily express book of the year 2020 selected by lee child confidence the new novel by denise mina is available for pre order now praise
for new york times bestselling author denise mina more proof that denise mina is britain s best living crime writer sunday express on the less dead
mina is the most compassionate of crime novelists a dark and heartfelt novel mail on sunday on the less dead denise mina is the cream of the crop an
author who pushes the crime novel in new and exciting directions and never fails to deliver ian rankin you won t be able to put conviction down reese
witherspoon unsettling evocative and staggeringly good daily express on the long drop an atmospheric recreation of a vanished glasgow and a
compelling exploration of the warped criminal mind the times on the long drop top ten crime novels of the decade denise mina gets to the heart of
what crime really is you feel like you are right there in all the dark nooks and crannies that her characters inhabit sunday times and international
bestselling author karin slaughter readers love the less dead one of the best books you ll read unputdownable gripping an intelligent gripping and
compassionate crime novel

The Beach House
2020-08-20

carrie lives alone with her cat her painting and her chickens but no man she has good friends and life is just as she wants it then when she takes a
friend to see a psychic she gets a message herself a dire prediction which soon starts coming true or is it coincidence imagination carrie s life is
whirling out of control when and how is it going to end
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The Less Dead
2014-10-23

meg klein has two enduring loves horses and nicky hennessey when meg buys a house with a barn and a few acres her plans to convert it to a
profitable stable go downhill with the economy she finds it impossible to turn away horses whose owners can no longer afford them her bank account
however is no match to her huge heart nicky hennessey is having financial and personal problems of her own her photography business has fallen off
the economic cliff her relationship with beth forrester is in deeper trouble than she knows spending time with meg at the stable is much easier than
going home when meg is thrown from her new horse nicky is there to get her help but dr tina rodriguez proves to be a wild card faced with losing
everything she s worked for meg realizes she may not be the only one at the end of the rope jackie calhoun s long time fans may recognize meg and
nicky from triple exposure and wrong turns in this romantic tale two women who ought to have sorted out their futures long ago may finally get it
right

The Medium’s Message
2010-06-01

margo and dorian s lives have only just begun to run smoothly when a new threat approaches a harbinger with a deadly secret who knows exactly
how to push margo to her limits to survive she must change whether the pack likes it or not

End of the Rope
2022-03-25

harlequin presents brings you four new titles this presentsbox set includes the greek demands his heir notoriousgreeks by lynne graham leo zikos is
pleased to have secured aperfectly convenient fiancée until grace donovan s impeccable beauty tempts himto pursue one last night of freedom but
that night and the positive pregnancy testthat follows blows leo s plans apart the perfect cazorla wife by michelle smart charley cazorla strides back
into her soon to beex husband s life with a plan except raul has his own ideas to save charley sbusiness the spaniard demands his own payment she
must resume her role as the perfectwife in every sense the marakaios baby the marakaiosbrides by kate hewitt margo ferras knows that she must
give updevishly seductive leo marakaios in order to protect her heart but when she discoversthat she s pregnant with his child margo walks back into
leo s life and asks himto marry her claimed for his duty greek tycoons tamed by tara pammi stavros sporades agreed to marry heiress leah
huntingtonto protect her but now she s demanding a divorce stavros wants proof leah stroubled past is behind her but one night of desire reveals
that she might have beeninnocent all along
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Shapeshifter
2015-08-01

a prominent dog show judge falls victim to a hot tub homicide in a mystery absorbing enough to delight even cat lovers publishers weekly as the dog
days of summer turn to the playful nip of autumn s chill melanie travis is ready for a little relaxation her aunt peg has the perfect solution a five day
symposium for dog show judges in pennsylvania s idyllic pocono mountains while peg and melanie s sister in law bertie welcome the opportunity to
socialize with the dog world s elite the very pregnant melanie embraces the chance to simply unwind but when renowned judge charles evans
delivers a keynote address that irritates many of the attendees the symposium s agenda takes a deadly turn for later that evening charles is found
floating facedown in the outdoor hot tub with few clues to go on the police are baffled but melanie decides to take matters into her own hands
suspecting that a cold blooded murderer may lurk among her fellow dog lovers an always charming and clever series earlene fowler agatha award
winning author of the benni harper mysteries

Harlequin Presents August 2015 - Box Set 2 of 2
2015-11-24

is it true that not only alaska but other huge territories of the american continent were russian yes its stretched all the way down to northern
california and fort ross russian fortress and settlement of the early 19 th century which still located 90 miles north of san francisco on the banks of
russian river at that time marked the southern border of the russian empire at the peak of its power russia suddenly abandoned its colonies why what
happened in our days an international tv crew arrived at fort ross national historic park to make a documentary dmitry russian reporter already
famous in his country margo long legged sound engineer very pretty and very independent american girl in her twenties and videographer jeff the
guy from brighton beach brooklyn same age as margo meet in new york and soon became friends as a result of the mysterious anomaly dmitry was
thrown into the past into the fort ross of 1820s where he saw a thriving international community of the colonists russians aleuts native americans
spaniards ripening field of rye peach orchards vineyards flocks of sheep and herds of cattle in the bay merchant s ships at anchor waiting for the
goods to be loaded paradise and nothing else to his surprise he found out that his ability to travel in time happened because of the strange
malfunctioning of his iphone how great it would be to take a few real historical shoots from the past however soon he will realize that what they have
in their hands is much more serious than just an opportunity to make an unprecedented documentary footage why not try to change the future itself
but in favor of what country russia or america it s not an easy question to answer dmitry taken aback by this unknown to him chapter of russian
history sees the new opportunities for mother russia margo as an american is very disturbed she who has an indian blood in her veins knows pretty
well what awaits her people on the other hand she fascinated by the peaceful coexistence of russians and local kashaya tribe as for jeff he is just torn
apart between his pledge to his new homeland his russian origin his new friend and his new love for margo not being able to resolve all these issues
at once friends decided to disguise themselves as franciscan friars and margo as an indian girl and go for the brief exploration into the past and
return to modern time as quickly as possible but fate had other plans for them
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Hounded To Death
2014-06-02

delilah white s perfect new york life is about to take a tumble but change is good right right delilah white television s semi famous to her own shock
and completely endearing domestic diva likes herself just the way she is a perfect size twelve when her boss announces that she s taking an early
retirement delilah finds herself pitted against her rival the statuesque margo hart for one of the most coveted promotions in television as the office
politics are heating up delilah jumps at the opportunity for a long weekend at her friend s family estate in the catskills only to have margo make a
surprise appearance and start stirring up trouble armed only with a pink polka dot bikini and her sometimes overactive imagination delilah must
balance her budding romance with a man who just might be otherwise committed and a sudden meltdown at the office as one disaster follows
another it takes all of delilah s charm ingenuity and spirit to come out on top

FORT ROSS
2007-01-30

in affairs of the heart how far can family loyalties be stretched before they snap when laurie vale receives a phone call out of the blue from an aunt
she never knew existed she soon discovers that everything she ever believed about her family is a lie fifty years earlier in the idyllic coastal village of
stepmouth a forbidden love affair and a devastating flood drove the vale family apart but now her aunt is determined that laurie should know the
truth laurie escapes to the balmy warmth of majorca only to find the hopes and passions buried in the past resurfacing in the present but the more
she seeks to heal old wounds the more she becomes ensnared in a complex love affair of her own one that could destroy her family for good a
wonderfully entertaining novel about love family and the secrets that lie just beneath the surface

The Perfectly True Tales of a Perfect Size 12
2013-02-07

a boxset of the jilted wives club books 1 3 by bethany lopez including starter wife trophy wife and work wife starter wife divorced and jobless at forty
something whitney never thought she d be starting over and nothing has prepared her for luca trophy wife summer wants to prove she s more than a
trophy wife sure she s sexy sweet and has a body that won t quit but she s so much more and she ll do whatever it takes to prove it to noah work wife
margo will never be a work wife again but there s something about aiden that makes her want to let down some walls and see what happens
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We Are Family
2023-01-16

collecting the entire trilogy in one volume the 25th hour the tomorrow paradox all the time in the world and a bonus short story mackenzie mortimer
is a typical junior high geek he s shy awkward a bit clumsy late with his homework and always late for class there s never enough time to do
everything he needs to do after all there are only 24 hours in a day but when mac finds his grandfather s pocket watch buried deep inside a trunk he
discovers his days have an extra hour according to the eccentric inventor s journal the pocket watch can add up to 60 minutes to a single day by
freezing time around whomever holds the watch and presses its button time is running out but fortunately mackenzie mortimer has a few more
minutes than anyone else

The Jilted Wives Club Trilogy
2013-05

this is a tragic tale of a young prince named phil who lived in his kingdom spaine maruca he takes a journey of self discovery through friends family
adventures and mistakes he finds himself little at a time through finding out who he is he uncovered and unraveled many hidden secrets that
changed his life forever there are two paths that bordered him to become the next heir to the throne and fulfill his duties and responsibilities as the
next king or to follow his heart as he fell in love with the forbidden fruit which path do you think he will decide for how many mistakes will you make
to achieve your happily ever after

The Adventures of Mackenzie Mortimer, Omnibus Edition
2011-09-15

the woman who knew too much the woman who called herself gigi mccowan had been in the wrong place at the wrong time and it had nearly cost her
her life now all that stood between her and the cold blooded killers on her trail was one solitary man a burned out federal agent who believed in
nothing and no one she could never tell shane hightower the terrible secret that had forced her to live in the shadows but she ached to share with
him everything that was in her heart and more and more she dreamed of showing him that there could be life and love for the two of them if they
lived to see tomorrow
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Error to the Throne
2012-08

austin blackburn a wealthy businessman and his best childhood friend dr bo brooks lived next door to each in new york city both men always had a
very large number of women who were doing their very best to get their hooks into them but so far they had managed to dodge the bullet lately
austin had started to want more out of life than the usual love and leave them life he and his friend bo had been living he wanted an heir however he
did not want a wife only an heir austin decided that a surrogate mother was the only way to go karen was a young woman who had moved to new
york from a small southern town right out of high school shortly after arriving in new york she got a job at a well established church on the out skirts
of the city as the secretary to the good reverend st johns who proved not to be such a good reverend after all

The Lawman's Last Stand
2006-11-01

after pharaoh s army is destroyed at the sea of reeds its mortal remains and shattered tools of war are to be entombed in a sacred crypt priests and
their descendants known as the faithful are charged with protecting the once great army s artifacts and the incredible power they possess during
1939 the faithful decide to move the sea of reeds relics to a location beyond nazi reach spies are everywhere and the plan to move the artifacts is
reported to berlin setting the stage for events that no one could have ever foreseen sixty years later members of the faithful must once again risk
their lives to prevent the antiquities devastating power from being unleashed and precipitating a worldwide calamity

Wanted One Surrogate Mother
1996

everyone s favorite baby sitters are back with everyone s favorite trip to the beach it all started with kristy s great idea and became a worldwide
phenomenon now kristy mary anne claudia and stacey are back with a fresh new look for a new generation of readers to discover the pike family is
taking a two week vacation at the jersey shore and stacey and mary anne get to go along to help out two weeks of sun sand and the cutest lifeguard
stacey has ever seen mary anne knows that scott the lifeguard is way too old for stacey but stacey is in love how can mary anne help her friend
without stacey ending up with a broken heart burst one of the bestselling baby sitters club titles of all time
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Secrets of the Sea of Reeds
2011-10-01

in quest of the mythical mate presents a valuable and fertile developmental model for diagnosing and treating couples that is flexible enough to
incorporate a wide variety of intervention strategies yet purposeful enough to give a clear sense of direction to couples in distress as such this
volume provides a powerful therapeutic approach for all professionals who treat couples

Deus Loci
2013-05-13

here is an important new book focusing on the contribution of the therapist s love and empathy to the therapeutic process technique without
dedication discipline and understanding will rarely benefit patients nor help resolve their conflicts psychoanalytic technique demonstrates how the
therapist s countertransference feelings anxieties wishes and superego admonitions shape his or her therapeutic interventions

The Baby-Sitters Club #8: Boy-Crazy Stacey
2014-04-04

In Quest of the Mythical Mate

Psychotherapy and the Lonely Patient
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